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Search for an exothermic halogen bond
between anions

Steve Scheiner

The literature contains numerous instances where pairs of anions engage in a stable complex with one

another, held together by hydrogen, halogen, and related noncovalent bonds, within the confines of a

polarizable medium such as a crystal or solvent. But within the context of the gas phase, such pairs are

only metastable, higher in energy than separated monomers, whose favorable dissociation is hindered

by an energy barrier. Quantum calculations search for pairs of anions that might engage in a fully stable

halogen-bonded dimer in the gas phase, lower in energy than the separate monomers. Each Lewis acid

candidate contains an I atom attached to an alkyne, alkene, or alkane chain of variable length,

terminated by a O� or COO� group, and decorated with electron-withdrawing CN substituents. Also

considered are aromatic systems containing I and COO�, along with four CN substituents on the phenyl

ring. Lewis bases considered were of two varieties. In addition to the simple Cl� anion, an NH2 group

was separated from a terminal carboxylate by an alkyne chain of variable length. Exothermic association

reactions are achieved with Cl� paired with CN-substituted alkenes and alkanes where the I and COO�

of the Lewis acid are separated by at least four C atoms. The energetics are especially favorable for the

longer alkanes where DE is roughly �30 kcal mol�1.

Introduction

Within the realm of H-bonds, the vast majority of cases studied
involve a pair of electrically neutral species.1,2 The water dimer is a
classic example of a neutral H-bond, as would be the NH� � �OQC
interaction within an a-helix or b-sheet within a protein.3 But
there are also a sizable number of cases, commonly referred to as
charge-assisted H-bonds, where one of these partners bears a
charge.4,5 The interaction between a H3O

+ hydronium ion and a
neutral water molecule represents one such example, or its
converse of HOH� � �OH� involving a hydroxide anion. Such bonds
tend to be considerably stronger than their neutral counterparts,
due in part to the added element of a charge-dipole stabilization.
For example, while the neutral water dimer H-bond is assessed at
roughly 5 kcal mol�1,6–9 the interaction energy of either of its two
charged sisters lies in the range of 30 kcal mol�1.10,11 Salt bridges,
involving two ions of opposite charge, as in a Arg+� � �Asp� pair as
might occur in proteins, or the Na+ interactions with Cl� in
crystalline NaCl, are even stronger as they involve a sizable
Coulombic attraction.

For parallel reasons, one would anticipate that the approach
of two ions of like charge ought to be opposed by a strong
Coulombic repulsion which would prevent the formation of a
H-bond. Nonetheless, this intuitive idea has been countered

by a growing number of observations, from both experimental
and theoretical quarters, that like-charged ions can engage in
H-bonds with one another under certain conditions. Examples
of such bonds involve H2PO4

�,12–15 (RPO3H
�),16 HSO4

�,17,18

HCO3
�,19,20 carboxylates,21,22 and aspartate,23 as well as an

assortment of others.24–29

Very similar considerations apply to the noncovalent bonds
that are closely related to H-bonds in which the bridging proton
is replaced by any of a large set of nominally electronegative
atoms, as in halogen, chalcogen, etc bonds.30–35 Again, the
Coulombic repulsions between ions of like charge can be
successfully countered by attractive short-range forces and lead
to a stable complex. The bulk of these findings pertain to
halogen bonds36–46 but there are recent studies beginning to
emerge that indicate similar sorts of attractive anion–anion
interactions apply to pnicogen bonds47 and to those between
systems such as AuCl4

� pairs.48 Our own group has been
actively engaged in studies to test the boundaries of these
ideas. Calculations have indicated that anions that can engage
in complexes with one another include MCl3

� where M refers to
Group 249 and Group 12 (so-called spodium bonds),50–52 pnico-
gen bonds of the ZCl4

� type,53 triel bonds involving TrCl4
�,54

and aerogen bonds with AeX5
�.55

The overarching conclusion from these numerous studies is
that the general Coulombic repulsion between a pair of anions
can be balanced to some extent by short-range attractive
elements. In the gas phase, a complex can be formed between
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these two ions, but its energy is somewhat higher than that of the
pair of separated anions, so DE for the association reaction is
endothermic. However, the dissociation of the complex is
impeded by an energy barrier so that the dimer can be categorized
as metastable. The situation changes within a polarizable environ-
ment, whether a simulated solvent or a set of counterions
mimicking a crystal. Not only does this medium remove the
barrier, but it frequently makes the association process an
exothermic one, so that the complex will form spontaneously.

These observations raise a fundamental question. Are there
pairs of ions of like charge that might form a complex with one
another spontaneously in the gas phase, without the interme-
diacy of a polarizable environment? It stands to reason that
such a scenario would be more likely if the center of charge of
each ion can be displaced some distance away from the partner,
thereby mitigating the overall Coulombic repulsion, and per-
mitting the short-range attractions to take hold. There is in fact
some evidence that this idea might aid the complexation, at
least in the case of H-bonds. When a pair of diphthalate anions,
each with a carboxylate group separated from the –COOH group
by a phenyl ring, were paired, they were able to form a H-
bonded complex with only a small positive DE.25 But this
endothermicity is increased when these two groups are sepa-
rated by a shorter alkyl chain.22 As the separation between the
–OH group and the pyridinium is increased along an alkyl
chain,56 there is a clear propensity for DE to diminish for a pair
of {Py–(CH2)n–OH}+ cations, and even turn negative, albeit only
slightly so, as the chain length rises above 15.

With some resolution just beginning to emerge for H-bonds,
the question turns to halogen bonds. While there are a number
of endothermic halogen-bonded complexes that have been
found to be metastable in the gas phase due to an energy
barrier in their dissociation process, there have as yet been no
such ion pairs of like charge identified for which the dimeriza-
tion process is an exothermic one. In an effort to confront this
question in a systematic manner, a series of Lewis acids are
constructed, each containing an I atom as this heavy halogen
has been shown to form the strongest halogen bonds. The I is
situated on a C-chain of varying type and length, and at the
terminus of each is placed a center of negative charge, either
–COO� or –O�. The chains are of alkyne, alkene, or alkane type,
as well as an aromatic phenyl ring, and each is fully per-
substituted with electron-withdrawing cyano groups so as to
maximize the depth of the s-hole on the I. With regard to the
electron donor partner, a NH2 group is placed on an alkyne
chain of varying length, and the Lewis base receives its overall
negative charge from a carboxylate group on the opposite end
of this chain. As alternative anionic base, a simple Cl� anion
has its electron donating site coincident with its center of
negative charge, so offers a distinctly different sort of binding.

Computational methods

Calculations were carried out within the framework of the
Gaussian 1657 set of programs. Systems were examined via

density functional theory (DFT), with the M06-2X functional.
The aug-cc-pVDZ basis set was adopted as it includes both
polarization and diffuse functions, and its reliability has been
documented in the past, particularly when used in conjunction
with M06-2X.58–66 I was represented by the aug-cc-pVDZ-PP
pseudopotential so as to account for relativistic effects.

Geometries were fully optimized with no symmetry restric-
tions. The complexation energy DE is defined as the difference
between the energy of the entire complex and the sum of the
isolated energies of the two monomers in their optimized
structures. The electron density and molecular electrostatic
potential (MEP) were analyzed via the Multiwfn program.67

The s-hole was defined as the locus of points that constitute
the MEP maximum on an isodensity surface of r = 0.001 au,
and the MEP there defined as Vmax. AIMAll68 was used to
implement the AIM formalism that identifies bond paths and
computes the properties of their critical points. Charge trans-
fers between individual orbitals and their associated second-
order energies, were derived by Natural Bond Orbital (NBO)
theory69,70 by way of the NBO3 program incorporated into
Gaussian.

Results

The Lewis base anion is of two types. First are the NH2–Cn–
COO� chains where n C atoms separate the carboxylate from
the amine which acts as electron donor, by virtue of a con-
jugated set of triple CRC bonds. Adjustment of n allows the
distance between the carboxylate center of negative charge and
the amine group to be tuned. The second base considered is the
simple Cl� anion where the atom acting as electron donor is
also the center of negative charge. Lewis acids were of the
alkyne, alkene, and alkane variety. The �OOC–Cn–I alkynes
place a carboxylate group at one end of the chain and an I on
the opposite end, with an intervening number n of C atoms
separating them. Again the separation of the locus of negative
charge from the halogen I atom, acting as electron acceptor can
be adjusted via n. Alkenes of the �OOC–Cn(CN)n–I sort place an
electron-withdrawing cyano substituent on each of the inter-
vening C atoms. Alkane chains permit a doubling of the
number of CN substituents in �OOC–Cn(CN)2n–I, which ought
to further amplify any possible s-hole on the I. (For some of the
shorter chains, the carboxylate group was replaced by –O so as
to further concentrate the charge, as indicated below.) The last
sort of Lewis acid considered was aromatic, with a carboxylate
para to the I, and with the other four positions occupied by CN.

When paired together, each Lewis acid and base formed a
complex, a minimum on their potential energy surface. How-
ever, most of these dimers were only metastable in the sense
that the energy is higher than that of the two fully separated
optimized monomers from which they arise. The dissociation
process is exothermic, but must surmount an energy barrier.
This metastable character is indicated by the numerous posi-
tive quantities for DE in Table 1, where DE represents the
energy change in transitioning from separate monomers to
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dimer (also commonly referred to as binding energy Eb in the
literature).

Alkynes

The trends in these energetics are of paramount importance.
First considering the alkyne Lewis acids with no CN substitu-
ents, all values of DE are positive. One can see however that as
the chains are lengthened, i.e. as the center of negative charge
is moved further from the interacting atoms (I or N), DE
becomes less positive. More specifically, if both chains are of
length 4, DE is +16.2 kcal mol�1. Lengthening the base chain to
n = 8 reduces this quantity to +12.4, and then also lengthening
the acid to n = 8 further reduces DE to +9.6. The value of Vmax in
the next column of Table 1 offers an insight into the reason for
this lowering. Vmax refers to the value of the maximum of the
molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) on the 0.001 a.u. iso-
density surface surrounding the acid, located along the exten-
sion of the C–I bond axis, the so-called s-hole. Whereas this
quantity is negative for a chain of length 4, it reverses its sign
and becomes positive when n = 8. This trend is consistent with
the further removal of the –COO� group from the I. Replace-
ment of the alkyne base by the chloride anion further stabilizes
the system, lowering DE down to only +2.3 kcal mol�1.

Sample geometries of some of these dimers are displayed in
Fig. 1. It may be noted first that the Cl approaches more closely

to the I than does the amine N atom, despite the larger atomic
size of the former. This shorter R(I� � �Cl) distance is consistent
with the smaller DE. Whereas the Cl lies directly along the C–I
extension, coincident with the s-hole, the amine is somewhat
removed from this axis. More will be said below about these
angular features.

There are additional aspects of these intermolecular inter-
actions that can be gleaned by analysis of the wave functions.
The next column of Table 1 lists the value of the electron
density at the bond critical point along the bond path between I
and N or Cl. Of the three complexes involving an alkynic Lewis
base, it is the 8-8 dimer that has the highest rBCP at 0.0124. But
this quantity is much higher, 0.0307 when the Cl� anion is
applied as base. The same patterns appear in the NBO analysis
of these interactions. The second-order perturbation energy
E(2) involving the charge transfer from the N/Cl lone pair to
the s*(IC) antibonding orbital of the acid is by far the largest
for Cl�, and the 8-8 complex is highest among the alkyne base
subset. The last two columns of Table 1 indicate that there may
be some minor secondary interactions supplementing the
binding energies for the alkynes. There appears to be a weak
pnicogen bond, in which there is a charge transfer from the I
lone pair to the s*(NC) orbital, and even perhaps a very weak H-
bond from I lone pairs to NH groups of the amine. On the other
hand, these auxiliary bonds are not supported by AIM analysis
which shows only the primary I� � �N/Cl bond path.

Alkenes

Changing the CRC triple bonds in the alkynes to double
bonds allows the placement of highly electron-withdrawing
substituents on all of the intervening C atoms, as is evident
in Fig. 2. The values of DE in the corresponding section of
Table 1 suggests only a minimal effect upon the strength of the
intermolecular halogen bonds. For example, DE for the 4-4
complex involving the alkene is slightly more positive than for
the alkyne. Lengthening the Lewis acid slowly reduces DE but it
remains positive even for the 8-4 dimer. On the other hand, the
alkyne - alkene transition induces a substantial change in the
I� � �Cl halogen bonds. Although the 4-Cl DE remains positive,
the lengthening to 6 and then to 8 of the Lewis acid reverses the
sign, dropping DE down to �10.0 kcal mol�1 for 8-Cl.

Table 1 Binding energy, BCP density, and NBO perturbation energy of
dimers, and maximum of MEP of Lewis acid monomer. LA� and LB� refer
respectively to Lewis acid and base anion. All in kcal mol�1 except rBCP in
a.u

n(LA�) n(LB�) DE Vmax rBCP E(2)

Alkynesa N/Cllp - s*(IC) Ilp- s*(NC) HB

4 4b 16.2 �13.6 0.0108 2.51 0.42
4 8b 12.4 �13.6 0.0092 1.48 0.40 0.19
8 8 9.6 +3.7 0.0124 3.30 0.37
8 Cl 2.3 +3.7 0.0307 29.30
Alkenesc

4 4 19.0 �25.9 0.0103 2.35
6 4 9.4 +4.7 0.0189 7.47 0.41
8 4 8.0 +11.6 0.0218 9.52
4 Cl 22.8 �25.9 0.0259 22.29
6 Cl �3.5 +4.7 0.0415 46.93
8 Cl �10.0 +11.6 0.0451 48.58
Alkanesd

2 8 14.7 �31.3 0.0065 0.45 0.38 0.47
4 4 15.4 +2.2 0.0331 21.19 0.73
6 4 0.7 +14.7 0.0338 31.57 23.43
8 4 3.3 +23.4 0.0411 13.51 8.15
2 Cl 25.9 �31.3 0.0319 34.24
4 Cl �6.8 +2.2 0.0576 130.91f

6 Cl �35.6 +14.7 0.0636 g

8 Cl �29.2 +23.4 0.0659 g

Phenyle

Phe 0 18.0 �13.0 0.0290 38.45
Phe 4 17.0 �13.0 0.0118 6.97 23.05
Phe Cl 14.3 �13.0 0.0308 25.92

a �OOC–Cn–I.
b NH2–Cn–COO

�. c �O–Cn(CN)n–I and �OOC–Cn(CN)n–I
for n 4 4. d �O–C(CN)2–C(CN)2–I and �OOC–Cn(CN)2n–I for n 4 2
where r(C–COO) held fixed at 1.54 Å when combined with amine base.
e �OOC–C6(CN)4–I.

f Clp - s*(ICl). g NBO views ICl as single unit.

Fig. 1 Optimized geometries of complexes involving selected alkyne
Lewis acids (a) 4-4, (b) 8-8, and (c) 8-Cl. Distances in Å.
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With regard to the s-hole depth, the alkenes are more
sensitive to chain length than are the alkynes. Whereas the
alkyne lengthening from 4 to 8 raises Vmax by 17 kcal mol�1

from �13.6 to +3.7 kcal mol�1, the same addition of 4 more C
atoms adds 38 kcal mol�1 to the alkenes, rising from �25.9 to
+11.6 kcal mol�1. One can attribute much of this effect to the
presence of the electron-withdrawing CN units in the alkenes.
This enhanced sensitivity is clearly more effective in stabilizing
the complex with chloride than with the alkyne base. The AIM
critical point densities are consistent with the energetics. There
is only a slow rise in rBCP for elongation of the Lewis acid for
the alkyne base, whereas this quantity is much larger for Cl�,
and rises quickly along with acid chain length. Parallel obser-
vations apply to the NBO charge transfer energies.

Alkanes

Using singly bonded C atoms in the Lewis acid chain permits a
doubling of the number of CN substituents on each C, as can be
seen in Fig. 3. Although this switch to alkanes does deepen
some of the s-holes, making most of them positive, the values
of DE remain stubbornly positive with the alkyne base. Such is
clearly not the case for the Cl� base. Again, DE is quite sensitive
to Lewis acid chain length and Vmax, to the point that DE is
negative for acids with more than two C atoms. In fact, DE can
be quite exothermic, surpassing �30 kcal mol�1.

There is a new issue that arises in connection with the
interactions between these substituted alkanes and the Cl�

anion. A glance at the complex in Fig. 3b indicates that the I
nucleus lies in a nearly central position, almost equally distant
from the C of the alkane and the Cl. This near equality is
particularly notable in light of the larger atomic radius of Cl as
compared to C. In fact, this central location is characteristic of
not only the 8-C alkane, but is true to some degree of the
shorter ones as well. The R(C–I) and R(I–Cl) distances are equal
to 2.49 and 2.55 Å for C6, and a little more different from each

other for C4, at 2.44 and 2.60 Å, respectively. So the sharing of
the I is closely associated with the high exothermicity of these
complexes between anions, even in the gas phase. This near
central location of the I, with two roughly equal bond lengths,
can be considered a sign of a hypervalent atom.

The alkyne acids also present some contradictions between
AIM and NBO analysis of the wave functions. Whereas AIM
supports the presence of halogen bonds as the only connection
between the acid and base, NBO suggests substantial secondary
interactions with the alkyne base, albeit with some inconsis-
tency. On one hand the C6–C4 dimer contains a sizable NH� � �I
H-bond E(2), but this bond disappears for the slightly longer C8
acid, being replaced by a weaker CN� � �I pnicogen bond. This
switch occurs although there is little difference between the
intermolecular orientations (see below), so one might question
the validity of the NBO interpretation.

Phenyl groups

Another sort of internally bonded Lewis acid that was consid-
ered was the phenyl group. The I and carboxylate group were
placed para to one another, and the other four positions were
occupied by cyano groups. Such a species developed a s-hole on
the I of depth �13.0 kcal mol�1, a negative value intermediate
between the n = 4 and n = 6 linear alkenes, also with sp2

hybridized C atoms. Like both of the latter, the aromatic system
also combines with amine anions with a positive DE, regardless
of the chain length of this partner. Note that this indifference to
chain length even applies to the n = 0 NH2COO

� anion pictured
in Fig. 4a, where the carboxylate directly abuts the electron
donor N atom, and the R(I� � �N) distance is much shorter than
for n = 4 in Fig. 4b. The shorter amine anion also leads to a
surprisingly large NBO E(2) signaling a H-bond, but DE remains
positive nonetheless. Unlike the linear Lewis acids, the value of
DE is not lowered by very much as a result of replacement of the
amine base by chloride.

Fig. 2 Optimized geometries of complexes involving selected alkenes (a)
6-4, (b) 6-Cl. Distances in Å.

Fig. 3 Optimized geometries of complexes involving selected alkanes (a)
8-4, (b) 8-Cl. Distances in Å.
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Geometric aspects

The salient geometrical properties of the various complexes are
compiled in Table 2. The intermolecular R(I� � �N) distances for
the amine bases exceed 3 Å for the alkyne acids, and are
somewhat shorter for alkenes, and shorter still for the alkanes.
The shortest such distance is 2.60 Å for the complex between
�OOC–C6(CN)12–I and NH2–C4–COO

�. Replacing the amine by
Cl� results in a contraction of varying degree. This R(I� � �Cl)
reduction is particularly notable for the partial I-transferred
structures involving the longer alkanes, where it is accompa-
nied by a lengthening of r(C–I).

The reader may have noticed in the figures that the Cl�

anion lies directly along the C–I bond extension, coincident
with the location of the s-hole on I. This position is amplified
by the y(CI� � �Cl) entries in the penultimate column of Table 2.
The disposition of the amine is quite different. In most cases,
the amine N is removed from the C–I bond axis, with y(CI� � �N)
angles that vary between 1341 and 1721. As a secondary con-
sideration, the y(I� � �NC) angles in the last column of Table 2
are quite a bit larger than the 1091 one might expect from a
tetrahedral sp3 N atom with a lone pair occupying one of the
tetrahedron legs.

These relative orientations can be understood on the basis
of a synergy between electrostatics and orbital interactions. The
MEP of the C6 alkene dimer and the C4 amine are exhibited in
Fig. 5a, disposed as they are in the optimized complex. The
MEPs of these anions are of course negative throughout so the

blue regions indicate the least negative and red most negative.
In addition to the blue s-hole on the I atom of the acid, there is
a more negative red region along the equator of the C–I bond.
Thus, by moving down and away from the C–I bond extension,
and rotating as it does in Fig. 5a, the base can achieve two
stabilizing interactions, both indicated by the green double-
headed arrows. The red N lone pair region can align with the I

Fig. 4 Optimized geometries of complexes involving substituted phenyl
Lewis acid with (a) 2, (b) 4, and (c) Cl bases. Distances in Å.

Table 2 Geometric aspects of complexes. Distances in Å, angles in degs

n(LA�) n(LB�) r(C–I) R(I� � �N/Cl) y(CI� � �N/Cl) y(I� � �NC)

Alkynes
4 4 2.006 3.245 161.3 154.1
4 8 2.002 3.335 155.8 159.2
8 8 2.003 3.182 162.6 143.7
8 Cl 2.071 2.902 180.0
Alkenes
4 4 2.110 3.289 161.7 152.4
6 4 2.106 2.985 169.0 131.1
8 4 2.108 2.914 171.9 124.6
4 Cl 2.153 2.992 177.6
6 Cl 2.186 2.767 178.4
8 Cl 2.194 2.726 178.2
Alkanes
2 8 2.199 3.596 133.8 172.4
4 4 2.247 2.704 170.8 124.5
6 4 2.262 2.600 171.7 121.8
8 4 2.277 2.635 171.5 124.1
2 Cl 2.269 2.894 178.1
4 Cl 2.436 2.602 178.6
6 Cl 2.487 2.552 178.9
8 Cl 2.498 2.534 179.0
Phenyl
Phe 0 2.138 2.781 171.8 128.7
Phe 4 2.103 3.224 158.1 150.5
Phe Cl 2.158 2.910 179.9

Fig. 5 (a) MEPs of Lewis acid and base where red and blue indicate
respectively the most and least negative regions. (b) Charge transfer
interactions between occupied (grey) and vacant (white) orbitals of Lewis
acid and amine base. (c) Density difference map of alkyne 8-8 dimer where
purple and green colors designate gain and loss of density, respectively;
shown for �0.0005 a.u. contour.
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s-hole, while the less negative NH atoms can approach the
lateral negative belt of I to some degree.

The orbital aspects are illustrated in Fig. 5b where the grey
regions represent filled orbitals, the N and I lone pairs. The
white shapes indicate vacant antibonding orbitals, s*(CI) and
s*(NC). By adopting the bent geometry, the N lone pair can
donate charge to the s*(CI) orbital as is typical of a halogen
bond, represented by the curved blue arrows. But one can
achieve also a Ilp - s*(NC) transfer as well, even if to a lesser
extent. Since these two transfers move in opposite directions,
they can reinforce one another. This auxiliary pnicogen bond
manifests itself within the NBO analysis of some of the com-
plexes, even if E(2) is less than 1 kcal mol�1.

Another lens through which to view these two interactions is
derived from electron density shifts. Fig. 5c illustrates these
shifts in the alkyne 8-8 dimer, computed as the difference in
density between the complex and the sum of densities of the
individual non-interacting monomers. Purple regions desig-
nate gains of density arising from the interaction and losses
are shown in green. It might first be noted that these shifts are
localized in the region where the two molecules interface. In
addition to the loss/gain pattern along the I� � �N axis character-
istic of a halogen bond, there are also smaller colored regions
below the I� � �N axis which may be taken as indications of the
secondary interaction.

These two attractive forces work against one another in a
sense. That is, as the amine moves up closer to the I s-hole, and
as y(CI� � �N) approaches 1801, it will be less possible for the
second connection to be made between the I lone pair and
s*(NC) orbital, so y(CN� � �I) can lean closer to its tetrahedral
angle near 1101. This concept is in fact observed. Fig. 6 plots
these two angles against one another and evidences a clear
trend that y(CN� � �I) drops down toward 1101 as y(CI� � �N)
approaches 1801.

Discussion

One can expect that immersion of these systems in solvent or
any other sort of dielectric material ought to stabilize the
complex. Indeed, there are now numerous instances in the

literature wherein a metastable complex was formed between
two ions of like charge, separated from the more stable dis-
sociated pair of ions by a small energy barrier.14,21,22,26,38,71–75

The imposition of a polarizable dielectric continuum
as a model of solvation converts this dimer into a stable
complex, lower in energy than the pair of separated
ions.12,23,24,28,36,37,40–45,76–78

This idea was tested out here for two systems. The alkene 4-4
complex has a complexation energy of +19.0 kcal mol�1. When
surrounded by a model aqueous solvation medium via the PCM
method, this complexation reaction became slightly exother-
mic, with DE = �1.9 kcal mol�1. Part of the reason for this
21 kcal mol�1 stabilization is the deepening of the s-hole, with
Vmax rising from �25.9 kcal mol�1 in vacuo to �10.2 kcal mol�1

in water. A stabilization of similar magnitude occurred with the
alkane 4-4 dimer, with DE dropping from +15.4 kcal mol�1

in vacuo to �6.4 kcal mol�1 in aqueous medium. This solvation
process again causes a dramatic deepening of Vmax from +2.2 to
+24.1 kcal mol�1. It is worth noting that this large reduction in
DE is not the direct result of a stronger interaction within the
confines of the polarizable medium, as the bond critical point
density is barely changed by this solvation.

Despite the fact that both acid and base participants carry a
full negative charge, the interactions are clearly halogen bonds,
even when DE is positive. This character is revealed by AIM
analysis which contains bond paths between the I and N or Cl
atom of the base, with no other intermolecular paths. NBO
shows the characteristic charge transfers from the lone pair of
the base atom to the s*(IC) antibonding orbital within the acid.
Electron density maps, e.g. Fig. 5c, also buttress this conclu-
sion, showing patterns of charge shifts that are characteristic of
a halogen bond.

Regarding the goal of identifying systems for which a pair of
anions might engage in a stable complex, with negative DE in
vacuo, there are only a few such systems which fit this criterion.
Considering an amine anion as the electron acceptor, there was
no anionic acid which fulfilled this criterion. Both the acid and
base were of variable lengths, with the center of negative
charge, both O� and COO�, lying at different distances from
the I and N sites of halogen bond formation. DE was positive
whether the acid consisted of an alkyne, alkene, or alkane
chain, or comprised an aromatic system. Adding electron-
withdrawing cyano substituents to the acid did not deepen
the s-holes to the point that they could sustain an exothermic
dimer. It might be noted that some of these systems did provide a
positive s-hole on the I, particularly the CN-substituted alkanes,
for which Vmax rose to as high as +23 kcal mol�1 despite the
overall negative charge on the acid. In terms of the magnitude
of DE, this quantity tends to become less positive as either the
acid or base are elongated, further removing the center of
negative charge from the I or N atoms that interact with one
another. This concept is consistent with prior calculations79

albeit in a different context pairing an anionic Lewis acid with a
neutral base.

The situation changes when the amine base is replaced by
the simple chloride anion. The values of DE are consistently

Fig. 6 Correlation between y(CI� � �N) and y(I� � �NC) angles in complexes
involving amine bases.
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smaller than is observed for the amines, even though there is
no separation between the nucleophilic atom and the center of
charge, which are one and the same. When combined
with the fully CN-substituted alkane acids, DE reaches down
to �36 kcal mol�1. This quantity also becomes negative when
combined with alkene acids of chain length greater than 4.
Even in the case of the alkynes where there are no CN
substituents, DE is quite small, even if still positive. Note,
however, that Cl� fails to engage in an exothermic dimer with
the aromatic �OOC–C6(CN)4–I anion, with DE = +14 kcal mol�1.
There does appear to be a relationship between DE for the
chloride and the depth of the s-hole on the I of the acid: In
most cases, DE becomes negative if Vmax is positive.

Basis set superposition error80–85 is much too small to
influence any of the above conclusions. When evaluated by
the standard Boys-Bernardi counterpoise procedure,86 this
artifact amounts to less than 0.3 kcal mol�1 for the interactions
of Cl� with either the 4 or 6 alkanes, leaving both of these
complexations as clearly exothermic. If one were to shift atten-
tion away from the electronic energy of reaction DE to the Gibbs
free energy of reaction DG at 25 C, the latter are more positive
than the former by roughly 8 kcal mol�1. This rise changes the
slightly exothermic combinations of Cl� with the 6-alkene and
4-alkane to slightly positive DG of +4.7 and +1.9 kcal mol�1. The
more exothermic reaction of the chloride with 8-alkene, and
particularly the 6- and 8-alkanes, remains exothermic with
respect to DG, at �2.2, �29.8, and �22.1, respectively.

There is the interesting finding that the I atom moves
further away from the C atom to which it is covalently bonded
as DE becomes more negative. Indeed, for the complexes with
DE particularly large in magnitude, the I lies roughly halfway
between the C and the Cl of the base, which can be thought of
as a half transfer. The partial transfer of a halogen between two
entities has been noted earlier in certain types of systems,
particularly Cl.38,87–91 Some examples of I transfer occur in the
F–I–NH3 and the FO–I–NH3 complexes92 where transfer to the N
base atom is roughly 25% to 37%; a more complete transfer
occurs in F2NO–I–NH3. In the case of an overall cationic
system,93 the I will be situated midway between a pair of O,
N, or C atoms, but only if the intermolecular distance is rather
short; longer separations lead to a double-well potential.

There are several other interesting questions that might be
pursued with respect to these systems. How important are the
electron-withdrawing CN groups in enabling the Lewis acid to
draw in an anion? As a test, these substituents were replaced by
H for the interaction of Cl� with both the C8-alkene and the C8-
alkane. This replacement causes the negative DE in both cases
to become positive. Specifically, the alkene value rises from
�10.0 to +15.6 kcal mol�1, while that of the alkane increases
from �29.2 to 16.8 kcal mol�1. Not unexpectedly, the removal
of the CN groups causes the s-hole on the I atom to weaken and
even reverse sign. Vmax drops from +11.6 kcal mol�1 on the C8-
alkene to �18.8 kcal mol�1. Likewise for the C8 alkane where
Vmax diminishes from +23.4 to �19.7 kcal mol�1. These dra-
matic changes are clear evidence of the necessity of these CN
groups.

Another question concerns how much the presence of the
charge of terminal carboxylate group influences the interaction.
That is, is this group placed far enough away from the site of
interaction that its effect has been moderated. In order to
answer this question, the –COO� was replaced by a methyl
group on the C6 and C8 alkanes. The metamorphosis of the
anion–anion interaction to a neutral–anion one permits a
much more exothermic association with Cl�. The DE values
for the C6 and C8 alkanes of �35.6 and �29.2 kcal mol�1,
respectively, were dropped down to �60.8 and �62.2 kcal mol�1.
These much stronger bonds are due in part to much deeper
s-holes on the neutral iodoalkanes. The values of Vmax rise from
14.7 and 23.4 kcal mol�1 in the C6 and C8 anions, respec-
tively, up to 54.6 and 55.9 kcal mol�1 in the neutral methyl-
substituted systems. So even when removed from the I site of
interaction by a fairly long alkyl chain, the anionic terminus
maintains a strong destabilizing influence upon the halogen
bond strength.

The idea of trying to combine a pair of ions of like charge
into a stable complex was also tested for smaller systems, both
pairs of anions and pairs of cations. With regard to the former,
CN� was brought up toward the central atom of GeF3

�, SeF3
�,

AsF4
�, and BrF2

�, which might in principle have engaged in a
tetrel, chalcogen, pnicogen, or halogen bond, respectively.
However, none of these anion pairs were stable, immediately
dissociating with no intervening energy barrier. The same
inability to form a stable dimer was true of pairs of cations,
with CN+ approaching GeF3

+ in an attempt toward a dicationic
tetrel bond. Similar failures to form a stable H-bonded complex
between anions occurred when CN� interacted with OH�,
HSO3

�, and HCO3
�.

Conclusions

Elongation of the Lewis acid, which further separates the I site
of halogen bonding from the center of negative charge along
the C-chain, tends to lower the energy of the dimer relative to
the two monomer anions. This effect is muted when combined
with an amine base situated on a negatively charged alkyne
chain, and is unable to yield a negative value of DE, even when
the alkane Lewis acid is fully substituted with numerous
electron-withdrawing CN groups. The same is true for an
aromatic acid where the four sites of the ring intermediate
between the I and COO� contain CN. The binding energetics
are much more sensitive to Lewis acid chain length when
paired with the simple Cl� anion. Elongation of the chain
to 6 in the case of alkene, and 4 for alkane, results in a
negative DE. The halogen bond complexation reaction is parti-
cularly exothermic for n = 6 or n = 8 alkanes, with DE exceeding
�30 kcal mol�1.
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